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Issue 
Date  Time Length  Program Title    Type Guests 
 
Cultural Understanding 
 
1/22  7:00 56:46  Martin Luther    D  
Driven to Defiance- Martin Luther is born into a world dominated by the Catholic Church. For the keenly spiritual 
Luther, the Church's promise of salvation is irresistible. Caught in a thunderstorm and terrified by the possibility of 
imminent death, he vows to become a monk. But after entering the monastery, Luther becomes increasingly doubtful 
that the Church can actually offer him salvation. His views crystallize further when he travels to Rome and finds the 
capital of Catholicism swamped in corruption. Wracked by despair, Luther finds release in the pages of the Bible, 
discovering that it is not the Church, but his own individual faith that will guarantee his salvation. With this 
revelation he turns on the Church. In his famous 95 Theses he attacks its practice of selling Indulgences, putting 
himself on an irreversible path to conflict with the most powerful institution of the day. 
 
2/19 8:00 26:45  I Believe    D Sadhvi Chaitanya 

               Dr. Siva Subramanian 
Hinduism-Have you ever driven by a mosque, and wondered, "What's that religion about? What do those people 
believe?" Dennis Wholey, veteran public television host and author of the best-selling book The Courage to Change, 
will host this episode, focused on Hinduism. He will open a window and look inside a house of worship to learn 
about this religion. This week Dennis interviews Sadhvi Charitanya and Dr. Siva Subramanian in order to present a 
basic education in what Hindus believe and practice. 
 
3/11 7:00 56:46  Asian and Abrahamic Religions: A Divine Encounter D 
Part 1-THE ASIAN AND ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS: A DIVINE ENCOUNTER IN AMERICA explores the 
beliefs, practices and rituals of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism. The documentary offers an in-depth look 
at the differences and surprising similarities among the Asian religions and the "Abrahamic" faiths of Christianity, 
Judaism and Islam. Also examined are the challenges of interfaith marriage, the younger generation's struggle to 
reconcile their families' traditional expectations with the desire to forge their own identity, and the difficulties in 
maintaining one's cultural and religious heritage in a largely Judeo-Christian environment. Cinema verite-style 
scenes capture a variety of religious ceremonies, festivals, rituals and sacred dance: a Hindu holiday celebrating 
Ganesha's birthday; a service recounting the great Hindu epic, the Ramayana, at a temple in Maryland; a royal 
Hindu wedding; and the 300th anniversary celebration of the Guru Granth Sahib, the Sikh scriptures. In addition, 
cameras visit the oldest Buddhist temple in the U.S., located in San Francisco's Chinatown, and contrast a Buddhist 
monastery in West Virginia with its Catholic counterpart in Washington, D.C. 
 
Civic Engagement 
 
1/11  20:00 56:38  Ask Eleven    C  
Governor Gary R. Herbert-Governor Herbert answers your questions and discusses your political concerns and 
suggestions. Throughout Utah and neighboring states are invited to call in and pose questions to Utah Governor 
Gary Herbert. Governor Herbert has been in office since 2009, when former Governor Jon Huntsman Jr. resigned 
prior to becoming Ambassador to China. Governor Herbert stresses the importance of education, energy, and jobs in 
Utah. 
 
1/16  1:00 1:56:46  Freedom Riders: American Experience D  
In 1961, segregation seemed to have an overwhelming grip on American society. Many states violently enforced the 
policy, while the federal government, under the Kennedy administration, remained indifferent, preoccupied with 



matters abroad. That is, until an integrated band of college students - many of whom were the first in their families 
to attend a university - decided, en masse, to risk everything and buy a ticket on a Greyhound bus bound for the 
Deep South. They called themselves the Freedom Riders, and they managed to bring the president and the entire 
American public face to face with the challenge of correcting civil-rights inequities that plagued the nation. Veteran 
filmmaker Stanley Nelson's inspirational documentary is the first feature-length film about this courageous band of 
civil-rights activists. Gaining impressive access to influential figures on both sides of the issue, Nelson chronicles a 
chapter of American history that stands as an astonishing testament to the accomplishment of youth and what can 
result from the incredible combination of personal conviction and the courage to organize against all odds. 
 
2/15  19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N Dan Balz 
           Bill Ballenger 
In Michigan, Romney “Is Going to Have to Fight for His Life” vs. Santorum-Several national polls now show GOP 
hopeful Rick Santorum in a new dead heat with longtime front-runner Mitt Romney. Gwen Ifill discusses 
Santorum's rise and efforts to win Michigan's Feb. 28 primary with The Washington Post's Dan Balz and Bill 
Ballenger of the Inside Michigan Politics newsletter. One large consideration for the nomination is how conservative 
each candidate is. Utah is widely thought of as one of the most conservative voting states. 
 
3/9  14:00 27:30  The McLaughlin Group   N         James Pethokoukis 

Eleanor Clift 
Rich Lowry 
Mort Zuckerman 

The McLaughlin Group discusses the mathematical issues related to the current Republican Primary elections. They 
specifically talk about Governor Mitt Romney and his potential for having all of the 1,144 delegates he needs to win 
the nomination before the Republican convention. Utah is one of the remaining states which has yet to hold a 
primary, but is expected to be a win for Romney. 
 
Utah Arts and Culture 
 
3/7  20:30 2:26:33  Remembering Geneva Steel  D 
Relive some of the best of our own Utah history with the original documentary about a part of our valley that played 
an important role in American history. In the early days of World War II, defense planners picked a patch of 
farmland at the base of Mount Timpanogos to be the home of a massive industrial complex. Through a half-century 
of war and peace, Geneva Steel produced tons of steel and employed thousands of Utahans in the effort. Share the 
memories of the men and women who invested their lives in forging the steel that build America. 
 
3/15  20:30 1:58:49  Utah’s White Palace: The Hotel Utah D 
Out of the desolate Utah desert the pioneers and early settlers carved a life—and eventually created beauty. Hotel 
Utah, the "majestic white palace," is one of Utah's most magnificent buildings. KBYU Eleven walks you through 
Hotel Utah's 100 years of history from the roaring 20s and two world wars, through the tumultuous social upheaval 
of the 1960s, and beyond. Tune in for the insider's view and find out which guests stayed at the hotel: from new 
immigrants to celebrities to US presidents.  
 
Financial Planning 
 
1/2   15:30 2:00  Lower Your Taxes! Now & Forever with Ed Slott O 
This personal finance author discusses retirement planning in a humorous and informative style. Utah has the 3rd 
highest poverty level in the U.S. Ed Slott’s instructions for lowering taxes could allow many Utahns to stretch their 
income and stay out of poverty. 
 
2/1  19:00 56:47  PBS Newshour    N Judy Woodruff 
HUD Secretary Donovan: 'We Need to Do More' to Help Homeowners-President Obama called the housing crisis 
"massive in size and scope" Wednesday as he described his latest proposal that would let homeowners with private 
mortgages refinance into government-backed loans. Judy Woodruff discusses the $5 billion to $10 billion plan with 
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Shaun Donovan. For the past several years, Utah has been 
experiencing rising foreclosure rates. In the first quarter of 2011 one in every 98 homes in Utah filed a foreclosure. 
 



3/2  19:00 1:23:52  Money $mart with Jonathan Pond  O 
Ensure a secure future by taking this money management course that explains why the amount of income matters 
less than good financial choices. Utah ranks 46th in per capita personal income. Jonathan Pond provides instruction 
on how to make effective financial management choices which would allow Utahns to make do with what they have. 
 
3/29  20:00 56:46  Nova     D 
Mind over Money-In the face of the recent crash, can a new science that aims to incorporate human psychology into 
finance -- behavioral economics -- do better? This program recreates some of the new field's most compelling 
experiments. We'll see how the brains and bodies of Wall Street traders respond as they buy and sell stocks. We'll 
watch as an ingenious experiment reveals how too many spending choices and the way they're framed can 
overwhelm consumers' ability to make rational decisions. By delivering insights from leading analysts and powerful 
experiments, this program exposes the mysterious and surprising nature of the two most powerful forces on our 
planet: the human mind and money. 
 
Education 
 
1/27  19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N Ray Suarez 
Should Financial Aid be Linked to a College’s Affordability- President Obama announced Friday at the University 
of Michigan that he's putting colleges on notice that tuition hikes can't continue year after year. Ray Suarez 
discusses the proposals with Mark Yudof, president of the University of California, and Richard Vedder of the 
Center for College Affordability and Productivity. In Utah, college tuition is expected to increase by an average of 
$220 during the entire year for full-time students in 2013. 
 
2/12  23:00 48:21  The World’s Greatest Musical Prodigies D 
Alexander travels to Miami at the invitation of renowned prodigy-hunter Giselle Brodsky, who runs the Miami 
International Piano Festival. Giselle has pre-selected five of America's most gifted young musicians to audition for 
Alexander: two violinists, two cellists and a harpist. These children and their parents have flown in from all corners 
of America to meet and audition for Alexander. Ida Haendel, the legendary violinist who was once a celebrated 
child prodigy, will also take part in the selection process which culminates in a public recital in front of an audience 
of 500 at the Broward Center for the Performing Arts in Fort Lauderdale. Alexander is left to decide which of the 
musicians to choose, sharing the news, good and bad, with each performer after reaching his decision. Among the 
performers is Simone Porter, on the violin, who began her musical education in Salt Lake City, Utah.  
 
3/10  3:00 1:29:58  The Distracted Mind with Dr. Adam Gazzaley O 
Conquer the information age, learn how to improve your attention span, and explore the effects of multitasking on 
your safety, education, career, and personal life. The skills taught by Dr. Adam Gazzeley can greatly improve a 
person’s capacity to learn. If these skills are learned while young, it could alter the effectiveness of education and 
study throughout a person’s life. 
 
Health 
 
1/2   10:00 58:24  Easy Yoga for Arthritis with Peggy Cappy O   
Peggy Cappy is ready to add a fifth title to her Yoga for the Rest of Us series with Easy Yoga for Arthritis, a 
program that effectively addresses arthritis relief through the practice of yoga. Over 21% of the adult population of 
Utah has been diagnosed with a form of arthritis. 
 
2/12  15:30 26:30  Healthy Body, Healthy Mind  O 
Type 2 diabetes, Obesity, and cardiovascular Risk-The epidemic of Obesity has lead to rise in Type II diabetes and 
this has become a major health crisis in the United States. Type II Diabetes is responsible for a number of significant 
health conditions including kidney disease, lower limb amputation, blindness and cardiovascular disease that can 
result in heart attacks and strokes. But the good news is that there are ways to prevent type II diabetes in some 
people, and for those who have already been diagnosed there are ways to keep patients from developing those 
potential devastating complications. In this program we'll explore the science of the obesity/diabetes/cardiovascular 
disease connection. Plus we'll see how newer approaches to treatments, diet plans and exercise routines can help 
patients better manage their disease. 
 



3/7  23:30 1:28:56  Use Your Brain to Change Your Age with Dr. Daniel Amen O 
Find out how to keep the vibrancy of your youth alive with simple steps to rejuvenate your brain power, help you 
live a little longer, look a little younger, and dramatically decrease your risk of Alzheimer’s disease. In Utah there 
has been a 45 percent increase in the number of people suffering from Alzheimer’s since the year 2000. 
 
3/12  23:30 1:28:54  ADD and Loving It?   O 
Explore common myths about ADD. Comedian and actor Patrick McKenna blends humor, hope, and science to 
dispel destructive myths about the condition. It is expected that more than 3% of school-aged children have ADD. 
Utah has more than 300,000 school-aged children. 


